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Narrating Knowledge
Reflections on the Encyclopedie Impulse in

Literary Texts from Indonesian and Malay Worlds

These days if you want to consult the first volume of Diderot and
d'Alembert's Encyclopedie, just click on http://tuna.uchicago.edu/ homes/mark/
ENC DEMO/. Soon a facsimile of the entire first edition of one of the world's
most famous encyclopedias will be available for casual reading or detailed
searching at this URL. Created by the Project for American and French
research on the Treasury of the French Language, the web page presents the
internet user with a contemporary oxymoron: one of the most famous com-
pendia of Enlightenment 'knowledge' presented as but a speek, a single glis-
tening star, in the cosmos of 'information' which is the World Wide Web. If
'knowledge' is information which has been acquired, organized, and under-
stood according to certain principles of selection and organization, including
those of the 'encyclopedia', 'information' is the raw data, the 'statement' of
facts' (SOED 1965:1003), out of which knowledge is constructed. The Internet
is the medium par excellence of the information age, an ever expanding,
chaotic, non-hierarchical, infinite universe of data.

In this essay we want to reflect on the encyclopedie impulse in a number
of literary texts from alam Indonesia dan Melayu, from Indonesian and
Malay worlds. We begin with a discussion of the definition of the 'encyclo-
pedia' in the West. Then we test this definition against examples of written
and oral texts from regions in the Indonesian and Malay worlds which seem
to be 'encyclopedie' in their approach to knowledge. We use the Western
notion of the encyclopedia, in other words, as a heuristic device in order to
throw light, not simply on the question of the significance and form of 'ency-
clopedie' approaches to knowledge in the cases we consider, but also on the
forms and purposes of literature itself.

In a stimulating and comprehensive essay Robert L. Fowler, Professor of
Greek at the University of Bristol, proposes a number of basic characteristics
of the 'encyclopedia' (Fowler 1997). First and foremost, encyclopedias are
characterized by their attitude to their subject matter, which is information
about the phenomenal world organized and selected according to certain
conceptual principles that may change according to time, place, and culture.
For example, archaic Greece organized knowledge in genealogical terms; the
Middle Ages thought that knowledge should serve as a mirror (speculum) of
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God's creation; in the nineteenth century knowledge was conceived as a liv-
ing organism, linked to Darwinian ideas of evolutionary development
(Fowler 1997:23-4). In whatever form, encyclopedias claim that they contain
the whole 'truth' about the phenomenal world. Secondly, encyclopedias
always contain knowledge that is useful for the improvement of mankind.
Hence, encyclopedie knowledge is intrinsically moral. Lastly, encyclopedias
are compiled in order to make useful knowledge about the world available
to a general audience.

The first general comment to make about Fowler's discussion of the ency-
clopedia is that it is based on a major assumption that cannot be made in the
Indonesian case, namely that knowledge and its transmission are discursive
in nature. Central Javanese dance and music, Indic temples, and Bugis ship-
building are all forms of knowledge, vast in scope, which are embedded in
physical practices and rituals which serve to transmit knowledge from one
generation to the next through physical participation and representation,
apprenticeship and imitation. Moreover, Fowler's emphasis is clearly on
written and printed forms of discourse. He largely neglects oral modes of
conveying encyclopedie knowledge. These are particularly important for stu-
dents of Malay-Indonesian literatures and sodeties.

But what about the categories Fowler introduces to draft his notion of the
'encyclopedia' in the West? If we consider his main points one by one, what
light is shed on Indonesian and Malay practices and realities?

The world and the principles ofselecting knowledge

Fowler's first point asserts that encyclopedias concern themselves with the
facts of the phenomenal world. Possibly the clearest example of an encyclo-
pedie text from Indonesia that fits this criterion is the version of the Se rat
Centhini composed in Surakarta, Central Java, in 1814. Practical subjects such
as housebuilding, herbology, birds, sex, childbirth, butchering, thievery,
music, and horses, among many others, are presented and discussed
(Behrend n.d.; Day and Reynolds 1999). The this-worldly orientation of the
Centhini has been stressed (Anderson 1990) and the historical circumstances
of its composition point to an awareness by the text's compilers of encyclo-
pedie investigations of all aspects of the natural and social world of Java by
such Enlightenment colonizers as Raffles and Mackenzie (Day and Reynolds
1999). But great attention is also paid to the supernatural world in the poem
(see the paper by Kumar in this volume). The 'reality' which concerns it also
includes topics such as the mystical meanings of the alphabet, magie, and
divination.

The comprehensiveness of the Se rat Centhini, then, exceeds the boundr
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aries of the phenomenal world as Fowler understands it. Possibly the holis-
tic quality of the text also has more to do with Indian shastric traditions of
classifying cultural practices and the shastric stress on 'the centrality of rule-
governance in human behavior' than with encyclopedism in a Western sense
(Pollock 1985:500). It is also more difficult to be certain of the underlying
principles for selecting material for inclusion than in the examples Fowler
gives. The presentation of knowledge in the text follows the meandering
course of the travels and conversations of the principal characters, a path that
takes them on a ritual and religious as well as geographic and encyclopedie
journey through Java at a time when Javanese culture and identity was under
threat (Day and Reynolds 1999). The text is definitely not organized for the
easy retrieval of knowledge, or in a form that easily lends itself to a master
trope like the speculum or the genealogy. The same could be said of the Bugis
La Galigo, in which a wide range of socially useful information is presented
as part of poetic narrative of enormous length and complexity, none of which
is found in a single manuscript (see Koolhof this volume).

In both these texts an encyclopedie impulse is at work, and in the case of
the Serat Centhini there is evidence that the text imitates a Western mode of
encyclopedie compilation, but the relation of knowledge to the world and the
form in which it is presented do not conform to Western standards of acces-
sibility and organization. Perhaps it is useful to make a distinction between
'unself-conscious' and 'self-conscious' encyclopedie texts in order to differén-
tiate those which are expressions of long and seemingly unintermpted nar-
rative traditions and those that betray a cultural angst in the face of sudden
and threatening challenges to a familiar world view (Kumar 1997). To the for-
mer belongs the La Galigo, to the latter the Serat Centhini. A similar contrast,
taken from Malay narrative tradition, is between the versions of Panglimo
Awang as told by Pak Ganti and Pak Taslim, recorded in 1988, on the one
hand, and Bujang Tan Domang as compiled from village deliberations by an
expert on Malay tradition, Tenas Effendy, during the 1980s, on the other
(Derks 1994; Tenas Effendy 1997). The versions of Panglimo Awang, which as
we will see in a moment are full of knowledge about the Malay world, mate-
rialize as tales told by professional storytellers who are paid for their services
and who perform before audiences who travel through the forest to hear
them. Bujang Tan Domang, however, which is even more encyclopedie in its
coverage of Malay tradition, is an artifical construct that was never told by a
living storyteller before a live audience. In circumstances and for reasons
strongly reminiscent of those surrounding the composition of the Serat
Centhini, Bujang Tan Domang was compiled by an urban expert on Malay
tradition as a last-ditch effort to save Sumatran Malay lore from disappear-
ing at a time of extreme social and economie change in Riau. Both the Serat
Centhini and the Bujang Tan Domang have traditional narrative forms, but
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their self-consciousness about their encyclopedie, culture-preserving func-
tion is marked by their extreme length and a plethora of lists of various
kinds.

The uses of knowledge

The term 'encyclopedie' does not only apply to such obviously comprehen-
sive compilations of diverse knowledges as the Centhini and the La Galigo.
It may also legitimately be used to describe the nature and function of many
other narrative texts where, as Eric Havelock would say, the storyteller is also
a 'tribal encyclopedist' (Havelock 1963:83). In the case of Panglimo Awang,
Pak Taslim expresses the wish near the beginning of his performance: 'May
it be useful, young ones', thus signalling the didactic message and utility of
his story to his audience (Derks 1994:193). What, then, is the 'useful' knowl-
edge which he imparts? For examplë, knowledge about how to receive
guests, how to take leave and set out for a journey how to behave towards
strangers, how to court a woman, how to behave during communal meals -
these are the sorts of knowledge that are displayed in the course of the nar-
rative, and they all concern rules of conduct in social situations. Here is an
example from Ganti's performance that shows how a young king is expected
to take leave before setting out on a journey to piek up his bride and bring
her home. The lesson for contemporary audiences in Riau not only concerns
the customs of a bygone social order: it is that such major steps in life should
be consultative and taken with the interests of the community as a whole in
mind.

Kito cari dolu bang sulong langkah First we try to find the appropriate steps,
nun elok . older brother

Dipotong dolu kobou suikuo First one water buffalo is slaughtered
Busidokah awak di nogori ko Let's have a ritual meal in this land
Bulieh kito pangie sugolo suku sumilan We can invite all the common people
Kito pangie ko Datuk lo Lelo Manyo We invite Lord Lelo Manyo
Kito pangie lo ti na Binaro Sati We invite Binaro Sati
Kito pangie Datuk Rangkayo Marajo We invite Lord Rangkayo Marajo
Dipangie ko Rangkayo Muntori di Rangkayo Muntori of the Maih people is

Suku Maih invited
Dipangie samo Rajo Kuti lah nun Rajo Kuti from the other side of the river is

di suborang invited too
Kito kumpulkanlah sugolo Mulayu We gather all the Malays of the four tribes

nun ompek inuk
Ómpek inuk sayang subuah sukunyo Four tribes, beloved, one people
Inuk bukubosaran nek pucuk The tribes keep state, the headmen hold
mumogang pungsi their position
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Adat limbago sutitik janganlah tinga Don't forget the slightest detail of the age-
old customary law

Kito pangie ko Datuk Rangkayo Bosa We invite Lord Rangkayo Bosa
Kito pangie tio Rangkayo Mudo We invite Rangkayo Mudo
Kito pangie lo tio Bintaro Rajo We invite Bintaro Rajo
Sonang urang ko muetongkan Nogori These men are happy to rule Ledong

Ledong ko
Dipangie ko Datuk tio Paduko Jolelo Lord Paduko Jolelo is invited
Dipangie Datuk sayang Tumonggong Lord Tumonggong Kayo is invited

Kayo
Itulah suku sulunguk ko kusadonyo That's the whole people together
Ditorangkan awak kan poi bulaya It will be announced that we will sail

away
Pangie imam burompek di nogori ko Invite the four imam of this country
Burompek imam ompek curak doanyo Four imam are four kinds of prayer
Mumintak sulamat nek kito kan poi To ask for a safe journey and a safe way

pulang home
Jangan bumaro bubahayo di jalan Without danger along the way
(Derks 1994:40-3)

In an encyclopedie marmer, the passage enumerates all the important steps
to be taken and all the important members of the community who should be
involved. The number 'four' symbolizes the totality of the 'whole', and words
connoting the whole social world are mentioned more than once. Even in
performances where only a part of a story is told (which is normally the case)
the Malay storyteller treats the issue of social conduct in a comprehensive,
encyclopedie manner. In the rapidly changing world of Riau today the mixed
audiences of young and old at the performances of Pak Taslim and Pak Ganti
bear witness to a continuing interest in such matters. In the words of Tenas
Effendy, such performances are intended for the betterment of the communi-
ty, 'agar manusia tidak hanya hidup untuk material atau kebendaan, tetapi
juga hidup dengan anutan nilai-nilai luhur agar berkepribadian mulia' ('in
order that humanity not live for material gain only, but also live according to
higher values, in order to be a noble person'; Tenas Effendy 1997:85).

The utilitarian function of encyclopedie knowledge in Indonesian narra-
tive texts is unquestionable. But what do we make of passages which, in
Anderson's words, are like 'unalphabetized, poetic Yellow Pages' of seem-
ingly meaningless detail (Anderson 1990:274)? A good example of such
apparently non-utilitarian encyclopedie listing comes from the following
passage in Pak Ganti's version of Panglimo Awang:

Dek lo lamu ko lo na lancang di jalan For a long time the ship is on its way
Ado sujuruih lo na sujonang panjang For a moment, for quite a while
Si Awang duduk tuselo di ateh bureno Awang sits down cross-legged on the
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kurong
Duduk mumilang lo ti na panau nun

manyak
Panau di rusuk oi lo tio siku kuluang
Panau di dado si Awang burontak

balam
Panau di longan ko sayang somuik

buiring
Panau di bulakang muujan lobek
Panau di kuduk lo tio puyuh bulago

Panau di botih ko sayang butajam bolek

Panau di gadu lo na kumang butoduh

Panau di pipi si Awang kumang
burayun

Subuah ti panau tusolek nun ganyie

Tumbuh di dalam losong pipik
Dibaok golak ima-imaran

Jarinyo aluih si Awang ko suluo kutari

Tapak tangannyo lo ti na suluo rumio

Buah botihnyo lo tio poruik padian
Tumiknyo bagai tio la toluo burong
Impu kaki si Awang bungka sutahil
Puncoloan lo tio surauik jatuh
Pungolokan si Awang bulan nek tusingik
Pingangnyo kocik lo tio jikolan bungo
Bahu bidang lo na campa buturang

Bulu alihnyo lo tio rimbun ku dopan

Colo matonyo bulek bak bintang timuo
Tulingo lo na tulipuo layuo
Condo gadunyo tio ko awan tugantong
Kolou dibilang elok Awang Panglimo

Awang
Banyak nun poniang lo tio pusiang

kupalo
Itu sobob mingkado payah ko inyo

muncari judu
(Derks 1994:84-7).

The description scans the body of the young hero Awang two times, once for

cabin's veranda
Sitting down, he counts his many beauty

spots t

Beauty spots on the flanks, a bat's elbow
Beauty spots on Awang's breast, a

turtledove's footprints
Beauty spots on the arms, marching ants

Beauty spots on the back, a shower of rain
Beauty spots on the nape of the neck,

fighting quails
Beauty spots on the calf of the leg, a

screen-trap for fish
Beauty spots on the chin, a bumblebee

taking shelter
Beauty spots on Awang's cheeks, a

swinging bumblebee
One beauty spot embedded in a strange

way
It grows in the dimple of the cheek
Sometimes appearing when he laughs
Awang's fingers are delicate, young kutari

shoots
The palms of his hands, young sago

shoots
The calf of his leg, the leaf sheath of a

paddy plant
His heels like bird eggs
Awang's big toe, a tah.il of gold
His eyesight sharp as a knife
Awang's smile, the waxing moon
His waist is slender, a flower's calyx
Broad straight shoulders, a fierce spotted

tiger
The hair of his eyebrows dense and

protuberant
The look of his eyes like the morning star
The ear, a wilting water-lily
The form of his chin, a hanging cloud
When talking about the beauty of Awang,

Panglimo Awang
Many become dizzy and confused

That's why it is difficult for him to find a
match
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beauty spots (panau), once in order to enumerate metaphors for the beauty
of particular body parts. What is the point of the exercise? In Pak Ganti's
telling of the tale, Awang appears in the second part of the story, after his
older brother Nayan has been presented as the exemplary upholder of cor-
rect social values. Awang, too, must set forth to find a bride. But everything
he does and says violates the rules of proper conduct. It is Awang himself,
rather than adoring others, who lists his beautiful physical attributes, in a
marmer that exceeds what is strictly necessary to evoke an idea of male beau-
ty. Here the encyclopedie marmer of description functions to suggest
'improper' social conduct, for Awang has already been shown to behave
rudely and impetuously towards his social betters, and as a result of his
rudeness and impetuosity, he is eventually killed. The function of the physi-
cal description of Awang as a lesson in how not to behave and appear (for are
there not simply too many beauty spots and beautiful body parts here?) can
be contrasted with a description of the Javanese male hero Panji, where bal-
ance, decorum, manliness and extreme, sexually arousing beauty are eco-
nomically noted as he attends an audience with the king:

anurut sira panji ndatan kawarnahên wërji in enjarj manko adan anankil sira
Wanbarj Wideya wus ahyas anrawit awastra puru anom bwat Këlirj atumpal
syama asabuk perëmas ijo krisnyatrap-trap dyah kakurj anatar ijo rinajasën mas
ratna /
asuwën danta winilis rinërjërj mas asumparj puspanidra jinëbadan mrik minin
ahurap-urap mankin saya amuwuhi smara nënërin soca lwir warastra Smara kan
nityanrundah twasnin stri yen apapagan tinhal tanwun kagirjsir raras-raras
rumnirj prëman / /
këtëbnin weni amëkiki wajanya wahu ararawat jamus lati anatirah agawe raras
ati /

Panji agreed. We omit what happened that night; in the morning Wangbang
Wideya prepared to attend the audience. He dressed finely in a kain of Yightpuru
and of Keling pattern, with a black tumpal motif; he wore a green sash of gilded
cloth, and his kris was inlaid with a design of maids and lovers on a green ground
and set with gold and gems.
He wore ear-studs of ivory painted with green and decorated in gold, and a pus-
panidra flower behind his ear; he was perfumed with fragrant musk and wore a
scented salve. All this only served to increase his attraction - the charm of his eyes
was like the weapon of Smara which constantly afflicts the hearts of women. If
they met his gaze they would not fail to yield to the sweet pleasures of the bed-
chamber.
The cut of his hair increased his handsome looks, his teetri just revealed a shiny
black, and his lips were as red as a katirah flower, moving one's heart (Robson
1971:82-3)

Here we have a list of manly qualities which is comprehensive, but the ency-
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clopedic impulse at work in the description is held in check in a way that is
meant to suggest the self-restraint and obedience to rules and norms expect-
ed of the perfect hero (in contrast to the King of Lasem, who has 'happiness,
wealth, an abundance of pleasure' (Robson 1971:115) and is thus fated to be
defeated by Panji, as proper conduct triumphs over lust and disorder).

So far we have considered two ways in which encyclopedie lists appear in
Indonesian narrative texts: as compendia of social rules and as elaborate
expressions of socially unacceptable excess. There is a third form that needs
to be discussed, one in which the list of things or qualities does not seem to
have any obvious social use whatsoever. For an example we turn to the old-
est narrative poem written in Old Javanese, the Ramayana kakawin, which
dates from the ninth century. As Hooykaas has shown in his many publica-
tions on the subject, the Old Javanese Ramayana is itself an encyclopedia of
poetics, since it is based on the Sanskrit Bhattikavya which was both a ver-
sion of the Rama story and a handbook of Sanskrit grammar and poetics
(Hooykaas 1958a). Thus it could be said that the encyclopedie impulse, in one
sense at least, lay behind the very inception of written literaturë in Javanese!
But our attention turns now, not to the aspect of poetics which is treated
encyclopedically in the text, but to the exuberance of language and listing
which occurs in the later cantos of the poem. In the following passage, trans-
lated by Hooykaas from canto 25, Rama describes the countryside to Sita as
they fly through the air in the Puspaka charriot, on their way from Lengka to
Ayodhya:

The hermitage of Sarabhangga there is a delight:
all of his compound has been planted with great variety:
there are sw/flSï/ï-shrubs in rows and kanduyuhan,
pomegranates, 'short-legs' and fragrant me/afj-flowers.

And oleanders, ah! It would be a joy if they were blooming,
balsam and several kinds of lilies adorn the place;
rows of «nw/fl-flowers, camomile, hanti-iruit and talës;
sugar-cane in abundance with bananas as food for the austere hermit.

There is the mountain Citraküta; its kutaja-trees are standing in rows.
We float over the kuyang-trees and the entwined curcuma-plants.
The buffaloes seek shade and go to the casuarine-trees.
The bearded wurang utans are climbing (in them).

Woodpeckers in the tree-tops strike as though on drums;
softly and tenderly the adawa-birds coo;
the wild turtle-doves are tame and flutter about continually;
ïhe jiwa-jiwa-birds wash and adorn themselves in praise.
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There beneath is the banner of the hermit Bharadwaja,
a sign that his hermitage is there.
Now, there is a very enchanting invocation to the gods;
there is the fragrant smoke smelling of butter.

North and south of that place of prayer there is jawa and jnhli-miWet;
decoy birds have no fear, they are beautiful and tame;
above the hermit doves find roosting places;
they gather on the edge of the compound, preening themselves.

Meanwhile the /n/ï-birds build their nests in the pomegranate trees;
beneath the salim-trees a bench has been set up
for the reception of guests who always eat there;
wadara-fruit falls from above upon those who use it (?).
(Hooykaas 1958b:366)

Hooykaas comments in a note to this passage that he finds the meaning
obscure, but he underscores the exuberance of the Old Javanese poetry, what
he calls 'this whole assonancing [sic] environment [where] several things
[are] said for the mere fun of the word [sic]' (Hooykaas 1958b:366). In a pas-
sage that follows the one above, birds and their songs are given allegorical
meanings, which allude to doctrinal disputes between various groups of cler-
ics and monks. Hooykaas suspects that the passage we are considering may
also have a hidden, allegorical agenda. But perhaps the very 'fun of the
words' is closely bound up with the point and meaning of the passage! The
description of flowers, trees, and birds seems to take the reader/listener
beyond knowledge, beyond a need that the audience might have feit to learn
about these classes of flora and fauna, into a state of linguistic and cultural
puissance. If we can imagine the Old Javanese poet or poets (see Zoetmulder
1974:230) crafting their version of the narrative from the Sanskrit text, then
perhaps what Zoetmulder calls the 'virtuosity' of canto 25 is another, if rather
different, expression of what we have already called a 'self-conscious' ency-
clopedism. Here the poet celebrates his own cultural and literary powers as
distinct from those of his Sanskrit model. Unlike the case of the Serat
Centhini, however, he does so at the inception of a distinctly Javanese tradi-
tion of vernacular literature (see Pollock 1998), rather than at the seeming
end of one. An encyclopedie impulse manifests itself through the poet's vir-
tuosity as he shows off his extensive knowledge of the natural and social
world and of the poetic resources of his language. The encyclopedie virtuos-
ity of the language is also linked to the restoration of order and the celebra-
tion of Rama's reunion with Sita at the end of the poem. The link between the
marriage theme and the encyclopedie impulse in narrative texts from
Indonesia generally is one that we want to examine in a moment.
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To summarize, we can see that in the Indonesian examples we have been con-
sidering, encyclopedie narrative passages serve a utilitarian end, but they
can do so through both positive and negative example. They may also sug-
gest meanings that cannot simply be reduced to the practical usefulness
which is a hallmark of the encyclopedia in the West. This does not mean that
the encyclopedie passages at the end of the Old Javanese Ramayana have no
'use'. But to understand better why such encyclopedie passages occur, we
must reflect further on the moral purposes of narrative writing.

Towards an erotics of encydopedism

In his Re ad ing for the Plot, Peter Brooks (1985) elaborates upon Susan
Sontag's idea of an 'erotics of art' and cogently shows how 'desire', in its mul-
tiple forms, can be understood as an essential force at work in narratives.
Often, for instance, we may observe at the óutset of a narrative an initial
arousal that is obviously sexual in nature in that it presents a hero who
strives for erotic union with a heroine. No less frequently this strong desire
at the beginning is blocked by some agency or other. To make the story nar-
ratable the hero cannot have his will immediately. Premature discharge has
to be avoided, the end of the story - erotic union - has to be delayed to cre-
ate a dilatory space between beginning and ending. Thus the desire at the
start is ultimately a desire for the end where the narrative is closed as a sig-
nifying totality and its meaning can finally be ascertained.

Such a view of desire as the driving force that impels the narrative plot
forward may be helpful in the present context, not in the least because it can
be understood as a Barthesian 'passion for meaning', which, we suggest, may
manifest itself as an encyclopedie impulse as well. In an Indonesian or Malay
context, for instance, it is quite common that the initiatory desire propelling
the plot enters a state of quiescence when the hero and the heroine marry.
Indeed, marriage may be an oral encyclopedist's perfect subject. On the one
hand it implies desire and provides him with the necessary narrative drive,
while on the other it gives him the opportunity to weave vital elements of the
community's social and moral apparatus into the story's fabric. Af ter all,
marriage involves the relationship between the sexes, between the genera-
tions, as well as between the various social strata that constitute a particular
community. If it is a narrative's objective to expound upon the rules and reg-
ulations that govern the way a group of people are expected to behave
toward each other, if, in other words, the narrative and the encyclopedie
impulse are two sides of the same coin, then marriage and all it entails will
be a particularly important narrative topic.

For a good example we can turn again to Bujang Tan Domang, which, as
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a self-consciously culture-preserving narrative, typically gives enormously
detailed attention several times to the marriage of two protagonists, or,
rather, to the way such an event has to be regulated, organized and prepared.
Significantly, when for instance the hero's sister, a princess of Johor, marries
the raja of Sangar, bride and groom do not come face to face but are repre-
sented by others. As both are future rulers - whose duties are 'concerned
with etiquette', and who are 'expected to exemplify the highest norms of
Malay culture' (Milner 1982:43) - their representatives are four ministers who
engage in a dialogue that is spread over a relatively long part of the text. Here
is how these dignitaries meet for the first time:

Lah sudah nan sado itu
Maolah monti nan beompat

Beompat monti sebolah Jo-ou
Beompat monti sebolah Sange
Monti menjadi penyambung lidah
Penyambung lidah keduo piak
Lah duduk monti beompat
Duduk bedopan beadap-adapan
Bebunyi monti sebolah Jo-ou
'Manolah anje monti beompat
Santaplah siei peminangan kami

Tando kito idup sekaum
Tando beunding menuju nan baik'
Lah sudah becakap begitu
Disoongan peminangan awak
Disambut dek monti piak Sange

Dimakan siei sekapuo
Lah sudah makan sekapou
Disoongan pulak peminangan awak

Yo peminangan piak Sange

Peminangan disoong awak bebunyi

'Manolah anje monti beompat
Siei anje lah kami makan
Kini santap pulak siei kami
Siei tando idup sekaum
Tando suci niat di ati kami
Putei di lue putei di dalam
Putei kulit bulei ditengok
Putei ati bekeadaan'

After all that is done
The (groups of) four ministers approach

each other
Four ministers of the Johor side
Four ministers of the Sangar side
The ministers become mouthpieces
Mouthpieces for the two parties
The (groups of) four ministers sit down
They sit down, facing each other
The ministers of the Johor side speak,
'Oh gentlemen, four ministers
Do eat the betel nut with which we

propose
A token of our unity
A token of deliberations for the best'.
After speaking thus
Their marriage proposal is put forward
It is welcomed by the ministers of the

Sangar side
One chew of betel nut is eaten
After having eaten one chew
Their marriage proposal is put forward

too
Yes, the marriage proposal of the Sangar

party
Putting forward the marriage proposal

they speak,
'Oh gentlemen, four ministers
We have already eaten your betel nut
Now you, too, eat our betel nut
Betel nut as a token of our unity
A pure token of our hearts' intentions
White at the outside, white on the inside
A white skin is nice to look at
A white heart is what counts'.
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Diawai peminangan dek monti Jo-ou The Johor ministers seize the marriage
proposal

Diawai lalu makan siei Having seized it, they eat the betel nut
Makan pulak sekapou suang Tnev' to0' e a t a chew each
Tando ado besuci ati A token of a pure heart
Tando unding nan dimuloi A token of deliberations about to begin.
(Tenas Effendy 1997:444; our translation)

This exchange of betel nut between the two groups of four ministers is not a
description of pleasantries but, as the text explicitly states further down (and
earlier on) many times, an integral part of the prescribed procedure that is
required by customary law (adat) when a marriage is about to take place. In
what follows after this, the compiler seems to pull out all the stops to convey
as comprehensively as possible every single phase in this procedure that
Sumatran Malays have to comply with whenever they have marriage on
their minds. The ministers engage in a dialogue that reads like a manual -
and that was probably meant as such - of how both parties should approach
each other, sound each other out, and arrange the marriage by means of a
highly stylized, ceremonial language that is riddled with proverbs, sayings,
and pantun (Malay quatrains), uttered at the appropriate moments during
the negotiations. Typically, these negotiations take up tens of pages in the text
whereas the eventual wedding of forty days and forty nights is dealt with
only briefly. The 'age-old customary law' (adat lembago) manifests itself pre-
eminently in such deliberations, it seems, and the list-like, step-by-step pres-
entation suggest that an encyclopedie narrative's dilatory space more often
than not is organized vertically. Indeed, in Bujang Tan Domang the 'horizon-
tal plains of narrative' are regularly interspersed with 'a tower of words'
(Spufford 1989:11) that constitutes a monument of Sumatran-Malay rules of
conduct. Small wonder, perhaps, that immediately after this particular tower
has been completed and the marriage has been consummated, the story tem-
porarily enters a state of quiescence, for everyone and everything in the
country have now 'calmed down' (Lah tonang negoi bose; Tenas Effendy
1997:484). Here the narrative's erotic drive and its encyclopedie impulse have
almost become one and as such they succeed - for the time being at least - in
achieving a signifying totality as well as a maximum comprehensiveness.

This elementary interaction of both forces that sometimes seem to be
inseparable can even be observed in another encyclopedie text from the
Malay world that, in its organization of knowledge, looks quite Western and
'unliterary': the Kitab Pengetahuan Bahasa by Raja AH Haji of Penyengat - a
work by the most famous of men in the mid-nineteenth century on that
island in the Riau archipelago.

At first glance the Kitab may make the impression of being a mere mono-
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lingual Malay dictionary, albeit the first of its kind, but a more thorough
inspection reveals that this work has a much broader purpose. In a context of
colonial interaction that is much better documented than that surrounding
the composition of the 1814 Serat Centhini, the Kitab came into being as a
result of Raja AH Haji's close collaboration with Western scholars, among
them the linguist Hermann von de Wall, who had been commissioned by the
colonial government to compile a Malay-Dutch dictionary. The rapport
between Western linguist and local dignitary mirrored a much broader
development that made itself feit on the eve of high colonialism, the effects
of which were, according to Raja Ali Haji, threatening to Malay values and
norms (Andaya and Matheson 1980:122). The Kitab Pengetahüan Bahasa was
one of the ways in which he tried to resist this threat, for to him and his fel-
low Malays bahasa denoted not just (proper usage of) language, but also
proper conduct and good marmers, which, as also becomes clear in Bujang
Tan Domang, are seen as the pillars of Malay culture. Therefore, Raja Ali
Haji's work on the Kitab until his death in the early 1870s, rather than a mere
lexicographic undertaking, is a quite self-conscious, encyclopedie, and in
places, literary act.

A closer look at the Kitab itself confirms this beyond all doubt. What
strikes one immediately is the fact that it is organized in a systematic way.
Around 1640 headwords are arranged by means of a combination of an
alphabetic order based on the Arabic 'Kufa' system, and a kind of 'rhyme'
order that lists the roots of words according to their final radical - an arrange-
ment that requires some effort to understand but that eventually works well
(van der Putten, forthcoming). Moreover, bef ore these headwords are dealt
with, the Kitab opens with an exposition of Arabic grammatical categories
and their relevance for Malay, af ter which there is a section, called al-Bab al-
Awal, which immediately precedes the dictionary proper. This latter section
is particularly telling, for, although it consists of seven entries only, it is real-
ly a means for Raja Ali Haji to expound upon the essentials of Islam. These
seven entries deal with God (Alif Allah), the Prophet (Alif al-Nabi), the lat-
ter's companions (Alif Ashab), the most prominent ulama (Alif Akhbar), the
essence of mankind (Alif Insan), man's good and bad traits during his tran-
sient life (Alif Azvali), and, finally, man's fate after death (Alif Akhirat) (Van
der Putten, forthcoming). Thus Raja Ali Haji makes clear at the outset of his
work that his is by all means a moral project, and it is therefore not surpris-
ing that many entries in the dictionary itself deal, sometimes extensively,
with morally good or bad behavior. Examples of the latter may range from
ogok ('stingy') - described, inter alia, as a 'disgrace' (kecelaan) that will blem-
ish one's name in this world and the next (mendatangkan nama yang hina di
dalam dunia dan didalam akhirat) - to bingal ('defiance') and takabur ('arro-
gance'), the explanations of which sometimes fill a whole page and are full of
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similar admonitions.
This inclination of Raja Ali Haji to include words in his dictionary denot-

ing social behavior that is unseemly for a Malay Muslim can be illustrated
further with the entry adab ('cultured', 'refined', 'civilized'), which is dealt
with in an encyclopedie manner. In a kind of essay on this topic of almost ten
pages, Raja Ali Haji discusses adab in Islamic tradition (complete with refer-
ences to and quotations from Islamic sources), as well as gives a detailed dis-
cussion of civilized language and behavior in relation to God, monarch, par-
ents, relatives, and friends. He even writes at length about how one should
behave during a banquet (jamuan) and eat in a civilized manner (makan den-
gan beradab), detailing questions such as the obligation to wash ones hands
before dinner, the unseemliness of speaking while chewing food or of whis-
pering to other guests, or the right manner in which one has to take leave.

Against this background one might gain the impression that Raja Ali Haji
was an encyclopedist whose cultural angst caused an obsession with Malay
and Islamic values, norms, and etiquette, turning him into a kind of rigid
moralist. Nothing could be further from the truth, however, for the encyclo-
pedie impulse that impelled him not only made him include human sexual-
ity and bodily functions in the Kitab, but also deal with these subjects in a
remarkably frank, open-minded way. Under the headword carut ('obscene'),
for instance, he briefly lists the words puki and nonok ('cunt'), kelentit ('cli-
toris'), pelir and butuh ('prick, cock'), as well as ayok and amput ('to screw, to
fuck'). The fact that he marks these words as obscene does not mean that he
refrains from dealing with them altogether. Quite the contrary. Elsewhere in
the Kitab, for example, he devotes more than one and a half pages to the
headword ayok, even discussing various positions that are pleasurable to
both man and woman. Moreover, he embellishes the derivatives berayok,
mengayok, diayok, ayoklah, terayok, and berayok-ayokan with lively dia-
logues that make the impression of being quite authentic. In these passages
there is more than just a coincidental similarity to encyclopedie treatments of
sex in the Serat Centhini (for an example, see Anderson 1990:273-86). For
instance, here is how Raja Ali Haji contextualizes berayok and berayok-
ayokan:

Berayok, seperti kata seseorang kepada seseorang padahal berbisik-bisik: 'Apa
kenanya ranjang ini bergerak-gerak?' Maka dijawab seorang dengan perlahan-
lahan pula katanya: 'Encik Jantan kita tengah berayok dengan Encik Betina di atas
ranjang itu. Diam-diam sahajalah kita pura-pura membuat tidur adanya.' (Raja
Ali Haji 1986:54.)

To screw, as someone said to someone else, whispering: 'What is it that makes the
bed move all the time?' Answered the other softly as well: 'Our man is screwing
the woman on the bed. Keep quiet, let's pretend to be asleep'. (Translation based
on van der Putten, forthcoming.)
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Berayok-ayokan, seperti kata seseorang kepada seseorang: 'Kampung ilir terlalu
jahat dan kotomya serta cabul cerobohnya berayok-ayokkan sahaja sama

. sendirinya. Si Anu mengayok bini si Anu dan ia pula mengayok bini si Anu jadi
berayok-ayokan sahaja di dalam kampung itu. Dan tiada harus sekali-kali kita
berbinikan anak-anak orang kampung itu sebab cabul ceroboh benar orang-orang
yang di dalam kampung itu.' (Raja Ali Haji 1986:55.)

To screw around, as someone said to someone else: 'The village downstream is
very wicked and filthy as well as vile, they are all just screwing each other. What's-
His-Name screws the wife of What's-His-Name who also screws the wife of
What's-His-Name, so they are all just screwing around in that village. And we
never should take a wife from the children of the people in that village because the
people in that village are really vile.' (Our translation.)

Such contextualizations of certain words, through which we seem to. be able
to eavesdrop on spoken Malay discourse of more than a century ago, are
used regularly and we may assume, therefore, that Raja Ali Haji quite con-
sciously incorporated them with the additional purpose of sketching the con-
tours of a Malay way of daily life that was on the wane as he wrote. In other
words, his encyclopedie gaze did not exclude the all-too-human or the quo-
tidian, which, incidentally, to him was certainly something over which one
could have a good laugh - witness also the following quotation that deals
with the phrase asa-asa ('high expectations'):

Yaitu bermakna dengan makna harap-harapan, seperti kata seseorang kepada
seseorang: 'Saya heran akan si Anu, anggotanya sudah rusak beberapa tahun,
maka dia marah jika dikata orang tidak melawan. Ini sekarang membayar pula
hutang-hutang orang perempuan yang muda, katanya hendak diperbuatnya bini
nanti. Apabila sudah nikah kelak, tentulah membuat asa-asa perempuan sahaja
adanya'. Maka dijawab oleh yang seorang pula, katanya: 'Di manalah kita, sebab
sudah baik agaknya, maka ia hendak berbini dua tiga. Khabarnya saya dengar dia
berobat kepada Tuk Syeh Anu, oleh tuan syeh beri amal membaca isim pada air
yang tenang, empat hari lepas sembahyang subuh. Khabarnya sudah bangkit
semula syahwatnya, pulang sediakala serta lebih daripada lama konon. Waktu
bangkit syahwatnya itu boleh digantungkan nyiur muda dua biji konon,
dibawanya berjalan pulang balik konon. Dan jika sudah demikian itu tiadalah
perempuan itu asa-asa adanya.' (Raja Ali Haji 1986:99.)

It can be rendered with the meaning of 'having hopes', as one person said to the
other: 'I am surprized about What's-His-Name, his member has been out of order
for years and he becomes angry when people say he is impotent. Now he pays the
debts of a you'ng woman whom he says he wants to make his wife. Of course,
when they are married soon the woman will have high expectations': Answered
the other, saying: 'What do you mean, for he has been cured, it seems, and he
wants two or three wives. Iheard that he went for treatment to Sheikh What's-His-
Name, and the sheikh performed a good deed by reading the name of God into
some still water during four days after early morning prayers. It is said that his
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erection is now as it was before, that it has returned tö its old state and even has
become better than before. When he gets an erection it seems that one can hang
two young coconuts on it with which he can walk up and down. If this is the case,
than the woman may have nothing left to be desired.' (Translation based on Van
der Putten, forthcoming;)

Clearly, in passages such as these Raja Ali Haji's Küab Pengetahuan Bahasa
goes far beyond the limits of a mere monolingual dictionary. There is a strong
encyclopedie impulse at work in the Küab that is not satisfied with just pre-
senting the denotations of about 1640 headwords, but incorporates anything
from theology, morality, and proper social conduct to sex and life-like con-
versations. Especially in these conversations, which, as we saw above, some-
times take the shape of little stories, we sense that this impulse once again is
accompanied by, or manifests itself in, a narrative drive that remarkably
often appears in an erotic context - something which may not be too sur-
prising in light of the Kitab's focus on bahasa and given the social signifi-
cance of sexual behavior generally.

More clearly than in the examples given so far, this phenomenon can be
observéd in the syair'or narrative poems that Raja Ali Haji also included in
the Küab as one of the means to encompass the knowledge that he wished to
preserve and pass on. The most intriguing example in this respect may be the
Syair Tarak, which quite suddenly appears after a relatively long discussion
of the headword tarak ('abstinence'), a term that prompts Raja Ali Haji once
again to expound upon religious matters and warn against impostors, false
teachings, and heresy (bid a'ah). Although such exhorations fit into the gen-
eral purpose of Raja Ali Haji's encyclopedie project, it is nevertheless telling
that at predsely this point the narrative impulse blasts its way through in the
form of a rhymed story - the Syair Tarak - about a false lebai ('mosque offi-
cial, religious specialist') who tries to seduce his ferriale apprentices.
Notwithstanding the fact that Raja Ali Haji's basic aim with this story was to
convey a moral lesson, it is quite obvious that he must have had great fun in
telling this tale full of. graphic detail, sometimes verging on pornography.
The hypocrite is payed in kind by a young man named Lukluk, who resem-
bles Mas Cabolang from the Serat Centhini. Lukluk dresses up like a woman
to become the lebai's apprentice and, thus disguised, manages to deflower
(memecahkan bikir) the lebai's daughters as well-as have sex with his wife
(after pretending, incidentally, that he had a miraculous sex-change due to an
exceptionally powerful prayer):

Mak lebai mendengar khabar yang . The lebai's wife hears the remarkable
pelik. ' story
Lukluk dipanggil kedalam bilik Lukluk is called into the room
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Serta tiba zakar dibilik As soon as he appears, the penis is
examined •

Membuang kain minta diculik He strips off his clothes and asks her to
touch it

Mak lebai dijimak si muda The lebaïs wife has intercourse with the
• youngster

Kembung kempis perut dan dada Her breasts and belly heave up and down
Dengari lebai sangat berbeda ft's very different with the lebai
Seperti kambing dengan kuda Who's like a goat while this one's like a

" • horse
(Raja Ali Haji 1986:231; our translation)

These two stanzas out of a total of forty comprising the Syair Tarak may be
sufficient to suggest the tenor of this tale which, of course, is also character-
ized by the classic devices of comedy it contains (the travesty; the cuckolded
husband). To Raja Ali Haji, it should be emphasized, the deployment of such
a töne and such devices in a narrative structure was in no way opposed to his
main purpose of preserving knowledge. Inone of the letters that he wrote to
von de Wall when he was working on the Küab he stated explicitely that he
would include entertaining stories and syair because of the use (manfaat)
they could have for his readers, especially the young Malays who, he hoped,
would study (mutalaah) the knowledge contained in them (Van der Putten
and Al azhar 1995:107). One is reminded here of Walter Benjamin's reflections
on storytelling, which stress the centrality of the usefulness of 'every real
story'. Such usefulness may consist in a moral, but also in practical knowl-
edge and even in 'scientific instruction' (Benjamin 1969:86). Against this back-
ground it seems all the more natural that a self-conscious encyclopedist such
as Raja Ali Haji had a strong urge to teil stories> for into them he could slip
bits of the useful knowledge he wanted to preserve. Given his preoccupation
with proper conduct - with bahasa - it does not come as a surprise that the
Syair Tarak's useful knowledge consists in a moral; towards the end it is
explicitely stated that the events related in the syair are a punishment (bal-
asan) for the lebai's immoral and anti-social behavior (Raja Ali Haji 1986:231).

But Raja Ali Haji also used the syair form to encompass practical knowl-
edge or scientific matters such as, for instance, astronomy and (mathematir
cal) geography. Typically, the syair that he wrote in connection with the head-
word awai (ioosely translatable as 'unexpected failure') and that focuses on
this kind of scientific knowledge, is again characterized by erotic tension: a
young skipper has a strong desire to marry, but in spite of his eagerness fails
three times to get what he wants. Especially the second failure is of interest,
where the skipper marries a young woman in Melaka, whose father is
thought to have been killed by pirates while he was on a trip to Ambon.
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However, the father shows up unexpectedly, and it transpires that at exactly
the same time as the marriage took place, he promised to marry off his
daughter to his nephew, who was on the trip with him. This twist in the plot
of the Syair Awai provides Raja Ali Haji with the opportunity to expound
upon the geographical position of both Melaka and Ambon and, as a conse-
quence, the time difference between these two locations, drawing on his
knowledge of the Arabo-Islamic scientific tradition, in which for religious
reasons (the determination of the position of any given place on the globe rel-
ative to Mecca), mathematical geography and astronomy enjoyed a high
standing. Using the appropriate Arabic scientific terms for longitude, degree,
and minute, he shows that, in fact, the father of the bride had promised her
to his nephew almost two hours before the skipper married her, for which
reasón the marriage is declared legally not valid. The skipper remains once
more empty-handed (see van der Putten 1997).

Although the Syair Awai was written to be a part of the Kitab
Pengetahuan Bahasa, it was, for reasons unknown, not included in it. Van der
Putten (1997:100) speculates that it was left out because it was too long (274
stanzas of four lines each). However, the fact that it was published seperate-
ly as' a lithograph does not necessarily mean that, eventually, Raja Ali Haji
would not have included it. After all, he must have considered his work on
the Kitab to be an ongoing project that only was terminated with his death in
the early 1870s. As we have it now, in printed form, the Kitab consists of well
over 350 pages that cover no more than the first six letters of the (Arabic)
alphabet. In the event that Raja Ali Haji had been granted enough time, there-
fore, it is highly likely that the result would have been an enormous work,
reminiscent of texts such as the Serat Centhini, in which the Syair Awai nat-
urally would have found a place. All the more so because, as has been sug-
gested here, the encyclopedie impulse that impelled Raja Ali Haji to embark
on his project often appears in the guise of a narrative desire through which,
apparently, the nineteenth-century Malay enkyklopaideia or 'circle of learn-
ing' could conveniently be encompassed.

In our discussion so f ar we have tried to show how, in various ways, this
desire, this impulse, can be erotic in nature, and in this respect the Syair Awai
of course constitutes a prime example. Again most prominent is the initial
erotic arousal of a young man, a skipper, who is driven by the desire to find
a wife and, therefore, sets out on a journey, sailing the seas, and thus creating
a dilatory space that the storyteller-encyclopedist can use to narrate knowl-
edge. In this respect the syair is clearly reminiscent of other Indonesian ency-
clopedie narratives we have touched upon here, such as La Galigo, Panglimo
Awang, and Bujang Tan Domang, in which a hero's quest for erotic union
with a heroine through the physical world is as much a journey through the
world of knowledge. A similar structure informs the encyclopedie meander-
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ings of the Serat Centhini, for which the 'textual kernel' in its earliest, possi-
bly seventeenth-century form, has been characterized by Behrend as 'a set of
unnatural separations that one by one are reduced to union through the pur-
suit and achievement of higher levels of spiritual knowledge and practice'
(Behrend n.d.:14). One of the major differences between the early proto-
Centhini, known as the Kidhung Candhini, and the 1814 Serat Centhini is
that both the physical and intellectual movement in the former text is restrict-
ed, in Behrend's words 'turned in on itself, a sort of circulation within a
closed system that leads in ever shrinking circles back to the point of origin,
where it stops' (Behrend n.d.:14). Nothing could be more different from the
spirit of the 1814 version of the poem, in which the desire for sexual reunion
and the quest for knowledge, although restricted to the island of Java, know
almost no boundaries in an intellectual, spiritual, physical, political, or geo-
graphic sense.

Unravel and travel

If the Kitab Pengetahuan Bahasa and the Serat Centhini can be considered
rich examples of encyclopedie texts motivated by an erotic, narrative
impulse, written self-consciously on the eve of high colonialism, one can pro-
pose readings of a number of Javanese literary works written in the middle
and late nineteenth century in which a kind of unravelling of the nexus
between eros, encyclopedie knowledge, and journeying occurs. The trave-
logue that R.M.A.A. Candranegara (circa 1836-1885), regent of Kudus and
Brebes, published in two editions between 1865 and 1880, for example,
repeatedly 'cites' the Serat Centhini and retraces many of its journeys
through Java (Bonneff 1986). As Bonneff notes throughout his commentary
on The Travels, there is hardly a 'curiosity' or monument that is not described
using the language and even the emotional and intellectual reactions already
found in the 1814 Centhini. Many of the routes followed by the nineteenth-
century travelier retrace those of the 1814 poem. Candranegara uses these
Centhini passages as if they expressed what he actually saw and feit for him-
self. The Travels were published as an authentic account of journeys actually
made across the length and breadth of the island along what, by the 1860s,
had become a familiar route for colonial reformers and scholars, whose own
writings were evidently known to the Dutch-reading Candranegara.
Rereading the 1814 Centhini backward through The Travels conveys an eerie
sensation, as if Mas Cabolang and the rest of the Javanese wanderers in the
poem were in fact the founding fathers, the first pioneers of the obligatory
colonial culture trek through Java's natural oddities, soaring volcanoes, and
ruined monuments in search of what, by the end of the nineteenth century,
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had become sources of knowledge for learned articles by colonial adminis-
trators and scholars. Perhaps Candranegara wanted to ascribe to the charac-
ters of the Se rat Centhini this role, thereby wresting 'Javanese' knowledge
away from colonial control and reinscribing it encyclopedicly within an
ancient homeland that had once been purely Javanese.

Implicitly, Candranegara validates the knowledge provided by the 1814
Centhini as 'f act'. But he also does not draw attention to the f act that he used
this text instead of his own powers of observation and assessment. We are
not always sure, as Bonneff notes in several places, whether Candranegara
acrually visited the places he said he did, since the Centhini account is the
one that is given. Like the authors of the Javanese poem and like Raja Ali
Haji, Candranegara is worried about the decaying state of indigenous cul-
ture. The Travels continually comment on the presence or absence of the use
of 'correct' Javanese language and dress throughout the island. The accounts
of the third and fourth journeys to Surakarta and Yogyakarta are filled with
contempt for the filth and decadence of the major courts, while the
Westernized and wealthy Mangkunegara IV receives the unqualified admi-
ration of the author, who quotes in its entirety one of the prince's most 'mod-
ern' poems about a European iron portico. In a passage toward the end of the
book which reads like the final distillation both of the author's cultural con-
servatism and of an emergent, proto-nationalism, Candranegara describes
his wonder at seeing the temple of Bórobudur, which makes him think that
'the Javanese of today have regressed considerably in their abilities' {sanget
munduripun ing kasagedaning), since 'there is no one today who can make
such things or who has an understanding of such amplitude' (gadhah
pangertos kantos samanten tebihipun;Bonneii 1986:330; Lampah-lam-
pahipun 1880, 2:218). Following often in the actual footsteps of his fictional
forbears, and using their own poetic language, Candranegara reiterates the
Centhini's depictions of local knowledge. But now magical and technical
skills have been replaced by the wonders of modern machines and sugar
milis; hamlets and ascetic retreats have been superseded by Dutch colonial
cities; and the authority of local religious wisemen and village elders-has
been taken away by colonial officials like himself. Most importantly, eroti-
cism and the connection between the erotic, the encyclopedie, and the jour-
ney are difficult to discern.

Another example of 'unravelled' Javanese encyclopedism is the mid-nine-
teenth-century Suluk Gatholoco. The seeker after knowledge here is a dis-
tinctly unerotic, walking penis, whose debates with various groups of scan-
dalized Islamic scholars cover a wide range of topics. But Gatholoco's
triumphs in debate involve as much rhetorical, linguistic skill in Javanese as
they do a display of knowledge as such. Language is used in any case as a
weapon to negate rather than a means to embrace knowledges of all sorts,
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unlike the all-inclusive poetry of the Serat Centhini (Anderson 1990:293).
Like Raja Ali Haji or Candranegara, the author of the Suluk Gatholoco is self-
consciously worried about the fate of his native language, but only one kind
of rhetorical skill is put on display, the pun. In the marital 'union' with which
the journey of the poem ends (not only has the real geography of Java disap-
peared from this poem, but the culmination of desire is presented as a high-
ly anti-erotic, if explicit, sexual encounter between the penis-hero and his
vagina-bride), the pun-master is defeated by a series of riddles which he fails
to interpret correctly. Even though Gatholoco achieves verbal and sexual
'orgasm', the work as a whole suggests that bahasa, or. what the Javanese
would call tatacara, in the full sense of a male, encyclopedie mastery of lan-
guage and civilized manners (for a concept of bahasa from the court of
Kartasura in the 1730s which was very similar to Malay understandings, see
Ricklefs 1998:219-20 and Pemberton 1994:136), has shrivelled into political
and cultural impotence! We should perhaps also mention here the Serat
Dermagandhul, another, late nineteenth-century Javanese work which is the-
matically closely related to the Suluk Gatholoco. This poem also exhibits
'post-encyclopedic' characteristics as it struggles to define the.nature of
'Javanese' knowledge as distinct from Islamic, Chinese, and European con-
cepts of what 'knowledge' is all about (Drewes 1966). Many kinds of knowl-
edge, including that concerning 'sexual union as the supreme worship of the
unique and eternal Being', are displayed in the course. of a retelling of the
story of Brawijaya's defeat at the hands of Raden Patah, flight from
Majapahit, and half-hearted, belated conversion to Islam (Drewes 1966:359).
The deposed king's 'journey' ends, not in reunion and release, but in the
death of Brawijaya, whose last words include prophetic fulminations against
Javanese who marry foreign women (as he himself has done in not only mar-
rying a princess from Gempa who was a Muslim, but also one from China,
who gave birth to Raden Patah). The Serat Dermagandhul uses the conven-
tions of the encyclopedie narrative in ways that confirm them by consistent-
ly violating the defining characteristics of the genre.

Indeed, if anything, the journey could be adopted as a master trope to
cover many different manifestations of the encyclopedie impulse in
Indonesian and Malay worlds. A striking example in which this trope sug-
gests itself in an elementary, almost crystalline form is the Sundanese story
of Bujangga Manik that most likely was written towards the end of the fif-
teenth century. Some of the scholars who have commented upon this text
(Noorduyn 1982; Lombard 1990; Noorduyn and Teeuw 1999) have been puz-
zled by the f act that the hero, Bujangga Manik, seems to have traveled across
Java and Bali for the mere sake of traveling. A Hindu-Sundanese hermit (and
prince of the Pakuan court, located near present-day Bogor), Bujangga Manik
journeyed from one center of religious learning to another, though remark-
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ably enough without almost ever providing details about these places and
the people living theré. He just seems to have moved, on and on, with the
mere intention of identifying all the villages, rivers, regions, and mountains
he came across. At the end of his narrative, he recounts his last journey: into
heaven, after his death! The text, written in the meter of Old Sundanese nar-
rative poetry, contains an odd 450 toponyms - a fact that strongly suggests
that Bujangga Manik's desire to travel across Java and Bali was encyclopedie
in nature in the sense that he wanted to encompass as comprehensively as
possible all the geographical knowledge there was to know. In a most telling
fragment that was recently published, the traveling hermit climbs to the top
of the mountain Papandayan, also known as Panénjoan (meaning 'vista', or
'panorama'), where he looks around. Nothing seems to escape his encyclo-
pedie gaze:

Sana(n)jak ka Papa(n)dayan,
ngaran(n)a na Pané(n)joan,
ti inya aing né(n)jo gunung,
déréja (?) dangka ri kabéh,
para manuh para dangka,
pani(ng)gal Nusia Larang.
Aing milang-melang i/nya.
Ti kidul na alas Danuh,
ti wétan na Karang Papak,
ti kulon Tanah Balawong.
Itu ta na gunung Agung,
ta(ng)geran na Pagar Wesi.
... ta na bukit Patuha,
ta(ng)geran na Majapura.
Itu bukit Pam(e)rehan,
ta(ng)geran na Pasir Batang.
Itu ta na gunung Kumbang,
ta(ng)geran alas Maruyung,
ti kaler alas Losari.
Itu ta bukit Caremay,
tanggeran na Pada Beunghar,
ti kidul alas Kuningan,
ti barat na Walang Suji,
inya na lurah Talaga.
Itu ta na To(m)po Omas,
lurah Medang Kahiangan.
Itu Tangkuban Parahu,
tanggeran na Gunung Wangi.
(Noorduyn and Teeuw 1999:210)

This is only a part of the fragment as presented by Noorduyn and Teeuw, but
as such it may suffice to suggest how strongly Bujangga Manik strove for

Having ascended Mount Papandayan,
which is also called Panénjoan,
I looked from there to the mountains,
rows (?) of settlement everywhere,
all the... and all the settlements,
remains left behind by Nusia Larang.
I looked at them one by one.
In the south was the territory of Danuh,
in the east Karang Papak,
in the west Tanah Balawong.
That there was Mount Agung,
the pillar of Pagar Wesi.
That was the Mount Patuha,
the pillar of Majapura.
That was the Mount Pamrehan,
the pillar of Pasir Batang.
That was Mount Kumbang,
the pillar of Maruyung,
to the north the territory of Losari.
That was Mount Caremay,
the pillar of Pada Beunghar,
and to the south the territory of Kuningan,
to the west Walang Suji,
that is the district of Talaga.
That there was Mount Tompo Omas,
in the district of Medang Kahiangan.
That was Mount Tangkuban Parahu,
the pillar of Gunung Wangi.
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comprehensiveness as regards the geographic knowledge he wished to
encompass. The rest of the fragment consists of almost ninety more Unes of
poetry in which around seventy-five additional toponyms are mentioned.
Most remarkable is the fact that he not only identifies every part of the area
of West Java as it may have been visible from the top of Mount Papandayan,
but he also goes far beyond that, including in his now visionary encyclope-
die gaze the whole of the then known world. This is how the fragment ends:

Awas ka nusa Kambangan,
nusa Layaran...,
nusa Di/lih nusa Bini,
nusa Keling nusa Jambri,
nusa Cina Ja(m)budipa,
nusa Gedah deung Malaka,
nusa Ba(n)dan Ta(n)ju(ng)pura,
Sakampung deung nusa Lampung,
nusa Baluk nusa Buwun,
nusa Cempa Baniaga,
Langkabo deung nusa Solot,
Nusa Parayaman.
Beuteung bogoh ku sakitu,
saa(ng)geusing milang gunung,
saleu(m)pang ti Pané(n)joan,
sacu(n)duk ka gunung Se(m)bung,
éta hulu na Citarum,
di inya aing ditapa,
sa(m)biang ngeureunan palay.
(Noorduyn and Teeuw 1999:212)

Looking out to the island of Kambangan,
the island of Layaran,
the island of Dilih, the island of Bini,
the realm of Keling, of Jambri,
the realm of Cina, Jambudipa,
the realm of Kedah and of Malaka,
the realm of Bandan and of Tanjungpura,
Sakampung and the realm of Lampung,
the realm of Baluk and of Buwun, .
the realm of Cempa (and) Baniaga,
Minangkabau and the realm of Solot,
The realm of Priaman.
After having admired all that,
after I had looked at the mountains,
and after I had left Panénjoan,
and had arrived at Mount Sembung,
that is the source of the river Ci-Tarum,
I stayed there doing asceticism,
while resting from fatigue.

The stillness, the rest, that is suggested in these last two lines of course
strongly echoes the quiescence into which the story flows when, in the
example taken from Bujang Tan Domang discussed above, the wedding cer-
emony is over and the long list of socially appropriate steps leading to erot-
ic union is completed. Moreover, in a structural sense Bujangga Manik acts
similar to the newly-weds on their wedding night. He renounces the body as
strongly as the couple just married celebrates it, and, like them, he subse-
quently enters a blissful state of quietude, calmness, and serenity. It is also
significant that this bliss comes after a patently vertical movement: Bujangga
Manik ascends a mountain on top of which he presents us with a list of geo-
graphical knowledge that is nothing less than a 'global survey' (Noorduyn
and Teeuw 1999:218), even including places outside Indonesia such as the
Malay Peninsula, Champa, China, and India. But, as is the case in the
example from Bujang Tan Domang, this peacefulness is only temporary.
After he has descended again and practiced asceticism, he has to move on
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and continue his journey through Java and Bali, for 'going to the east was a
narural thing to do for a young Sundanese man who wanted to acquire
knowledge and learning'(Noorduyn 1982:418). The narrative does not rest
until his quest for knowledge has taken him beyond the visible world, into
the world of the dead.

Traveling with the Devil

This recurring unrest or disquiet that incites Bujangga Manik to again take
up his march across the horizontal plains of Java, and of narrative, after he
has completed his encyclopedie tower of toponyms on top of a mountain, is
a by now familiar feature. It connects our Sundanese hermit with other
heroes that seem to be always on the move. Panglimo Awang is one of them,
for instance, as is the young skipper in the Syair Awai or Sawérigading, the
desiring prince of the La Galigo. The trials and tribulations of these ramblers
on their respective journeys remind us that there is of ten, if not always, some-
thing uncanny about a quest for knowledge. After all, some of them are quite
evidently violators of the social rules their tales try to encompass -
Sawérigading even only starts to travel to 'Cina' afterit has become finally
apparent to him that his incestuous love for his twin sister is a prime social
abhorrence. In this connection it is certainly no coincidence that Lombard
(1990:130-42) discussed texts such as the tale of Bujangga Manik or the Serat
Centhini under the heading 'Les errances des insastisfaits [sic]' - 'The wan-
derings of the malcontented'. With respect to narrating knowledge in an
Indonesian context he thus underscores the importance of the concept of, as
Salman Rushdie has it, 'the existential outsider, the separated man, the ban-
ished divorcé, the expelled schoolboy, the cashiered officer, the legal alien,
the uprooted wanderer, the out-of-step marcher, the rebel, the transgressor,
the outlaw, the anathematized thinker, the crucified revolutionary, the lost
soul' (Rushdie 1999:202). In other words, similar to the distinguished scholar
from Paris, the famous itinerant novelist suggests that the journeys of these
restless individuals are somehow socially dangerous, that in some way their
search for knowledge contains evil, and that the verses in which their travels
are couched may be satanic.

In a quite remarkable way this becomes clear in the Hikayat Merong
Mahawangsa, the chronicle of the Malay state of Kedah, where the main
story line is temporarily interrupted with a long chapter about a Sheikh
Abdullah from Yemen who is in search of knowledge. But although this
pious man spares no pains studying the Scriptures, he remains unsatisfied
with the result of his efforts. Significantly, he then goes out to meet the Devil
under a big tree and become. his apprentice, for he 'wanted to know every-
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thing' (hendak ketahui sekaliannya; Siti Hawa Haji Salleh 1998:86). The Lord
of the Flies indeed turns up and accepts Abdullah's request, after which, typ-
ically enough, both embark on a long journey across the world during which
the Devil incites people to give in to their evil passions. It is most telling that
the way this is done is sometimes presented as a kind of drawing on the
knowledge from a sacred book or kitab. 'Now I want to read from my kitab',
the Devil says, for instance, when he seduces a woman to commit adultery
(Sekarang aku hendak membaca kitabku; Siti Hawa Haji Salleh 1998:89).
Thus Abdullah learns about deceit, greed, gambling, adultery, murder, war-
fare, et cetera, and this Faustian image of the holy man and the Devil togeth-
er, roaming through the world in pursuit of knowledge, may be emblematic
of all the other travelers and their boundary-crossing, rule-defying journeys
in Malay-Indonesian encyclopedie texts.

Yet, notice that the Devil's encyclopedie lesson is about mayhem: knowl-
edge that is useful for what it teaches the rajas and subjects of Kedah no t to
do (Maier 1988:178-90). Sheikh Abdullah is not seduced from the straight and
narrow path of his religion or narrative function to become a Faust, a philo-
sophical, free-spirited eighteenth-century 'man of letters' like Voltaire (see
Voltaire's Encyclopedie entry for 'man of letters' in Gendzier 1967:166-8), or
even a critical observer of Malay affairs like Munshi Abdullah (see Milner
1995:10-58). He rejects the Devil, arrivés safely in Kedah, and converts the
ruler and people there to the Truth of Islam. Not that, as Maier puts it, the
Devil has been

decisively beaten. He is very much alive, invisible as ever, and there is no guar-
antee that evil darkness will not return to the hearts of the rulers of Kedah [...] the
threat of chaos remains. (Maier 1988:190.)

In light of the Devil's lessons, and in view of his invisible presence, it is
understandable that the encyclopedie impulse is held in check, in all the texts
we have been discussing. If journeying in all of the narratives we have con-
sidered involves some kind of flirtation with 'the Devil', that is, with knowl-
edge that is pleasurable and useful for its own sake (something the European
Middle Ages considered demonic! See Fowler 1997:24), with knowledge that
challenges the authority of rulers and religious orthodoxies (as Amongraga's
teachings and the ad ventures of Mas Cabolang, amongst others, in the Serat
Centhini do), or simply with the puissance of extravagant language (as in the
Rantayana kakawin , Pak Ganti's Panglimo Awang, and the literary passages
from the Kitab Pengetahuan Bahasa), then that flirtation is strictly controlled
and kept within boundaries by Custom, Bahasa, Islam, or some other
Authority. Erotic, encyclopedie journeying in our examples only produces
knowledge about society and the world when it takes place within the
boundaries of the already known, the firmly ordered world. There is a desire
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to cross boundaries and violate rules, but those who engage in such viola-
tions always return to the fold. There is no concept in the works we have
examined of what the world beyond Java or Riau or Kedah looks like or what
new kinds of knowledge are to be found there. If the heroes in narratives as
diverse as the La Galigo, the Hikayat Hang Tuah (Ahmad 1975), or the Babad
Jaka Tingkir (Florida 1995) travel to the ends of the earth, in seeming
response to the Koranic injunction 'Go even unto China to find knowledge',
they do so, not in the spirit of Tafazzul Hussain, who used this citation to
defend his translation of Newton into Persian, but in order to confirm the
Authority of Bahasa (Bayly 1996:184-5). In the episodes in which Hang Tuah
visits Rom, for example, the hero collects khabar, 'information', in the form
of lists of names and things, to bring back to the Sultan of Melaka. In Shelly
Errington's words,

the coherence of the narrative is provided by the trip itself [...] the Malays are
pulled through the extraneous geography by their desire to get cannons and royal
beneficence from Raja Rom, and they make special trips to collect khabar ('infor-
mation') about the places in order to be able to report it to Raja Melaka on their
return [...] Thèy have no special status in relation to this world except for
Laksamana's ability to speak a variety of bahasa [...]. (Errington 1975:160.)

When the royal son and painter Jaka Prabangkara is sent into exile by kite in
the Babad jaka Tingkir, his ostensible mission, according to a letter from the
king is

To portray all
The contents of the skies
To be imaged on your writing board
Is all the heavens do contain

The sun, the moon, the stars and
Flashing lightning, rainbows, and radiances
The starry Wind-trace Serpent
Red fire balls of disaster, bluish radiance royal
Lightning bolts and shooting stars .
Thunderbolts and lightning's crash
Thunder's climax
Thunderheads dark and billowing clouds
Communing with golden clouds streaming
At heaven's zenith

Cyclones, rain, great whirlwinds
All the contents of the skies
Commanded are you to portray them all
And too the birds
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Those who live not on the earth
Those who soar the heavens
Are birds of many kinds
Like the bird of paradise
And others of the kind that are different still of form
Still different is the eagle, mighty king of birds
(Florida 1995:111-2)

He eventually lands in China, after a journey during which he completes the
task of portraying 'everything within the skies' (Florida 1995:117), action that
is summarily described in two verses. During the journey he reads the letter
from the king explaining that he has been sent into exile, a passage which is
twenty-five verses long, out of a total of forty-six taken up with the journey.
Instead of containing an encyclopedie narrative passage about a new world,
in other words, the kite episode reminds the reader/listener about the
omnipresence of Authority. In China Prabangkara sells his paintings until his
royalty is discovered by the Emperor of China, who gives him a princess in
marriage and reinstates him in the role of the perfect courtier he has always
been, 'Unsurpassed in valor/ Excellent of intellect/ Heroic and heedful'
(Florida 1995:134). Jaka Prabangkara's journey has brought him full circle,
back to the court world of Surakarta. In reality, intellectually speaking, he has
never left it. The narrative impulse that sends the devilish painter, whose
crime was to paint a portrait of the queen showing the beauty mark on her
vagina, by kite to China, is explicitly encyclopedie in its initial, imagined con-
ception. But it ends by reconfirming the authoritative contours of the known
world.

Extending the boundaries ofspace and time

Our own pact with the devil is almost due. We began by seeking to under-
stand the encyclopedie impulse in a variety of narrative texts from
Indonesian and Malay worlds. We were careful not to use the terms 'tradi-
tional' or 'modern' to distinguish one from the other, or to organize them in
a chronological way. And yet history has cfept into our account, as we noted
the difference between 'self-conscious' and 'unself-conscious' encyclopedie
texts, a distinction that turned on effècts of colonialism upon indigenous
worlds. Thus, as we imagined the colonial night growing slowly darker,
almost against our will we feit compelled to comment on the disintegration
of the narrative impulse we had been so confidently examining. Have we
now not shown that Indonesian and Malay narrative texts should be
arranged in a linear sequence, one that leads from 'unself-conscious', exuber-
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antly erotic and encyclopedie texts in 'traditional' times to 'self-conscious'
ones in eras of transition from 'tradition' to 'modernity', to 'unraveled', 'post-
encyclopedias' in the ages of colonialism and postcolonialism? Such a
sequence, if true, would conform to the standard teleology that informs most
analyses of Indonesian and Malay literature and history. Even worse, it
would serve to reinforce the dominance of one of the legacies of colonialism
itself, what Homi Bhabha, discussing Said's concept of orientalism, calls 'the
static system of "synchronic essentialism"' that is used to classify knowledge
about such things as 'natives' and their 'narratives' (Bhabha 1994:71). There
have been moments in our own analysis, and examples in some of the texts
we have quoted, that betray the timeless, essentialized quality of the White
Man's encyclopedia.

But let us play the devil's advocate, and propose another kind of analysis,
one that exists beyond the boundaries of what we have presented here. What
if it were possible to show, at least for some of our narratives, that the ency-
clopedie impulse in them engages fully and creatively with world history,
and yet remains undetermined by it? For the sake of a good argument, we
appropriate and adapt the comment by M.M. Bakhtin in his essay 'The
Bildungsroman and lts Significance in thé History of Realism (Toward a
Historical Typology of the Novel)' (Bakhtin 1986:10-59), that 'Behind the
whole of the novel stands the large, real wholeness of the world in history.
Any important novel in any epoch of this genre's development was encyclo-
pedie' (Bakhtin 1986:45). Applying this thought to our material, let us repeat
the argument we have been developing: an encyclopedie impulse informs
many narratives (the importance or unimportance of which is difficult to
determine at this stage in the study of Indonesian or Malay narrative art) in
every epoch, particularly those in which journeying and separation/
reunion/marriage are dominant themes and structures. Furthermore, as the
examples we have given strongly suggest, encyclopedie narrratives in the
Indonesian and Malay worlds from any age reach out to and imagine, in
however restricted or tentative a way, worlds that are real, whole, and his-
torical. How this reality, wholeness, and historicity are conceptualized and
represented, not whether such a process of conceptualization and represen-
tation takes place, is what analysis should be concerned with. To assume that
Indonesian narratives are somehow deficiënt in their capacity to imagine the
real world sounds to us a bit, well, patronizing, if not downright colonial!

In this Bakhtinian, if not Faustian spirit, before the stroke of midnight
sounds and we must lose our souls forever (!), let us reread narratives like the
travels of Purwalelana, the Suluk Gatholoco, or the Serat Dermagandhul,
and see if we can uncover, next to the unravelling of older modes of repre-
senting knowledge, the 'emergence' (to use a wonderful Bakhtinian critical
term) of new definitions of identity and the world (Bakhtin 1986:23). In the
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very old mode of Javanese traveling in order to know, in encyclopedie fash-
ion, the world as it emerges into view at the same time as the individual
matures and acquires an identity (Bonneff 1986:33-5), Candrahegara, alias
Purwalelana, retraces the travels of the heroes of the Se rat Centhini across the
island of Java, his narrative thereby revealing the old Java of legend and
superstition re-emerging and then changing into the new world of colonial
administrative practices, factories, and cities. As Goethe wrote of some of his
experiences in localities in which he sensed the co-presence of the past and
the present (contrary to his own dislike for the Gespenst'er, the ghostly traces,
of the past long dead and gone), Purwalelana's Javanese landscape brings
'something spectral into the present' (quoted in Bhaktin 1986:35). But
Candranegara attempts to read this spectrality as creatively linked to the
present and hence part of a 'necessary future' (Bakhtin 1986:36). In a rather
different way, the Serat .Dermagandhul, through its reconstruction of local
East Javanese history by means of folk etymologies, references to written
sources, and the evidence of archeological remains, attempts to show how
the Javanese past leads up to the present, in which Javanese, Chinese,
Islamic, and Western cultures and modes of knowing compete for dominance
over the future. In the course of the narrative, an older mode of erotic ency-
clopedie narrative is deconstructed and then reassembled, in a form that is a
hybrid of the old and something new, in a way that makes the 'internal neces-
sity of history' visible in the form of a dry landscape, peculiar marriage
habits, ethnic tensions, and the disfigured remains of ancient statues (Bakhtin
1986:39; Drewes 1966). As for the Suluk Gatholoco, a narrative that is literal-
ly about the coming to maturity of naked Javanese 'maleness', the emergence
and 'concrete necessity of human creativity and of the historical event'
(Bakhtin 1986:38) is revealed, not through 'realistic' and encyclopedie
description (compare Anderson's 1990:294 comment that in the poem 'Java
appears as a surreal terrain on which the only landmarks are opium dens,
grottoes, mountains, and pesantren'), but through the savage 'polytonality'
(to borrow Anderson's term) of its punning, opium-besotted, Islam-vilifying
language. Like the hybrid landscapes of Purwalelana's travels or of the Serat
Dermagandhul; the poetry of the Suluk Gatholoco reveals the past as an
aspect of the present, even as the latter is transformed, by means of punning,
poetic invective, into the creative uncertainty of the future.

Concluding remarks

Following the line of vision quests
To remnants of past sacred kingdoms,
Ghosts of original sacred kingdoms,
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The ones that are called ancient auras.
Queen of Majapahit the original:
The shaman who holds together the ceremony.
I borrow your heroes, your fighting magie,
The heroes of ancient sacred kingdoms,
The magie of original sacred auras
(Tsing 1993:99)

ML [Mochtar Lubis]: You've studied history. What do you think about Gestapu, the
Thirtieth of September Movement?

PAT [Pramoedya Ananta Toer]: What I think is that at the time of the incident I was
compiling material for an encyclopedia on the history of the independence movement
for the period 1900 to 1945. I was working at home and knew little or nothing about
what was going on outside. When I was arrested on October 13, 1965, I had already
compiled about seven hundred and fifty pages.

RA [Rosihan Anwar]: That must have been a tragedy for you, Pram.

PAT: I wouldn't call it a tragedy.

RA: Why not? It is a tragedy!

ML: But from a historical point of view, what about Gestapu?

PAT: Maybe someone else can answer that question but not I.
(Pramoedya Ananta Toer 1999:60)

We conclude this essay with two quotes, followed by a third. The first comes
from a ceremonial chant used by a shaman of the Meratus Dayak. It is nar-
rative of spiritual travel that takes the shaman over landscapes of the body,
of the mountains of his homeland, of the histories of imperial ghosts that
haunt his land (Tsing 1988:96-103). The anthropologist Anna Tsing who
learnt the chant and translated it calls such narratives 'travel passes through
which shamans try to outmaneuver the state's protection racket' (Tsing
1988:96). Meratus chants, like the skin of a sick patiënt to be cured by the
shamans who sing them, do not guard against disease, or invasion from
Majapahit or Jakarta, 'but instead [open] up to admit the fulness of the whole
world' (Tsing 1988:188). The second quotation is from Pramoedya's recollec-
tion of an interrogation on the island of Buru in October 1973, the same year
in which he composed, orally, the first two novels of the Buru Quartet. We are
unclear about what relationship, if any, existed between Pramoedya's ency-
clopedia of the nationalist movement, presumably destroyed at the time of
his arrest, and his encyclopedie quartet about the history of Java and its
emergence into the modern world during the time of the colonial Dutch East
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Indies. But what seems entirely possible is that the Buru Quartet can be read
as a journey, an almost shamanistic narrative of desire that crosses all physi-
cal and mental boundaries. Is it not also an erotic encyclopedia of knowledge,
a text by means of which 'the first Javanese realist' is conjured forth to be
reborn in another time, another place?

As someone who had spent so much time mixing with Europeans, his profile
struck me as being distinctly 'Native' Javanese. If he was wearing baggy black
pants, an old singlet and had a sarong hanging around his neck, he would seem
no different than any other 'Native'. Even with a moustache twirled upwards at
the ends. But it was precisely this profile of his that drew my admiration. He was
a 'natural' [seorang alam, our translation from Pramoedya 1988:305] who did not
understand his own strengths. Armed with so little knowledge and learning, he
dreamed of an Indies nationalist awakening without understanding how it could
happen.

And this was a Javanese, a 'Native' Javanese, wearing Javanese clothes, but no
longer a Javanese at all. He was not like his parents, or his ancestors. He was a
European who based his life on reason, and not on Javanese illusions. (Pramoedya
1992:288.)

There can be no doubt that the Buru Quartet is a great encyclopedie novel in
Bakhtin's sense. What interests us in this description, however, is what it has
in common with passages from other narratives we have discussed in this
essay. Before us stands a traveler, a 'man of the world' (seorang alam, or
should we translate alam as 'earth', 'universe', 'realm', or 'all-knowing', all
possible senses of this word?), beautiful to behold, clothed in language that
conveys intense erotic pleasure to the narrator, the reader, and yes, the lis-
tener. By means of the narrator's elegant restraint, we understand the hero's
own control and strength. Yet the description also enables him to become,
magically, naturally, all Javanese, all Europeans, all Indonesians. Hé is the
encyclopedie embodiment of mankind. Here he is, like Bujangga Manik,
about to set forth on the last leg of his journey, a voyage through all times and
places, to discover knowledge, himself, and the world beyond.
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